ComesAndGoesInWaves (Varg Veum)
Credits only
Illuminate foreign language source - recruiter vid

Complicit (Sherlock BBC)
Type used in same manner as source - but larger (distracting?)
Johnston (or free font that copies it - London Tube)
different scale
attention paid to kerning/punctuation?
same as lyrics - effective?
conceptually effective but design-wise, thoughts? - allows communication between characters who are separated by time/space/crime/culture

IGetTroubleNow (Sherlock BBC)
Compare to Complicit
Impact
also echoes what you hear (dialogue instead of lyrics)
effective? After a short time, stop paying attention to type
Why does this vid use type?
Distracting bug?

MarbleHouse (Dr. Who)
Extremely thoughtful use of type
Quotes from the show? type ends after intro at 00:51, recurs at 2:15, does not return at end
Why is it used? Serif font is similar to Minion or Palatino - modern but timeless (modern font that is based on older typefaces)
type moves, speed changes with music/energy
complex, layered concepts
lyrics difficult to understand - visuals/rhythm/emotion carry the story

MindPalace (Sherlock BBC)
Uses lettering and type from source, not just overlaid type but everything - maps, signs, computer screens, labels
Is this all from original source?
used to illustrate a concept - the world looks different through Sherlock's eyes
Why stencil font used for credits?

MoveLikeCherik (X-Men RPS)
Seems like it breaks every rule (don't use every font on your computer!)
becomes a paparazzi festival of input - YouTube, Celebrity rags, font salad reinforces the fun and the message
When to break the rules! When you have a reason.

obsessive24_Disarm (Harry Potter)
Uses HP style title to convince the audience that this song/Smashing Pumpkins relates to Harry Potter
Show this with ParaNorman

ParaNorman
Trailer vids
3D type
Relatively easy effect to create with a mask
No dialogue - doesn't compete with type
Typography used late in vid for impact

ReichenbachRemixMoriarty (Sherlock BBC)
Type used as a graphical element
Design-heavy vid, magazine spread, compositional element
Futura
Leading at the end - too much

SandThroughtheHourglass
Kinetic type vid
Amazing example of this type of vid, type is very nearly flawless
Our own Koos Dekker was busy with a kinetic typography music video for "Weird Al" Yankovic. "Stop Forwarding That Crap to Me", a part of his new album Alpocalypse, is a "diatribe against sending the narrator useless junk emails". The song got a special treatment with subtle irony, intense visuals and rich color schemes.

Sherlock Holmes Kinetic Typography (Sherlock Holmes 2009)
Victorian fonts - all caps
Holmes's lines use modern fonts
less perfect - scale is difficult to parse at times

Sherlock_ Typography - Shot In The Dark (Sherlock BBC)
ALL CAPS hard to read
Trajan - strange choice, (ancient letterforms) not much relationship to the show
Straight apostrophes
Design composition?

SherlockHolmes_OhNo (Sherlock BBC)
Interest level of type (lines, contrast, color, motion, scale) makes the images nearly invisible
Why is typography used here? Is it purely for design?
Compare line leading at end credits

writtenbythevictors (Stargate: Atlantis)
Fic trailer
Discuss use of type, particular contrast/composition/motion
Compare to Language by Carol S?
Appropriate use of straight quotes

Moriarty || Good Old Fashion Villian.mp4 (Sherlock BBC)
schizophrenic type - scale, tracking, highly varied, distorted voice

Sherlock BBC - BAD INFLUENCE.mp4 (Sherlock BBC)
Effect? scrapbook - why? scrapbook of their lives

Supernatural Kinetic Type_ Chuck.mp4
all kinetic type vids are not created equal - compare and contrast (Futura condensed - why??) but it does use smart apostrophes :)

this is war...[the avengers].mp4
Compare to Moriarty vid - why letter spacing?

tihiw.divx
Composition - type stays in the middle, loses impact almost immediately
